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Probably th..most important' end in undergraduate sociology .aducation

today is the

issue- ill. the des

received little

itg popularity &sociology curricula. One important

and implementatiOn of applied curricula that so far has

ention is

other disciplines that use knowledge developed by sociologists. Social

work i especially important, in this regard because of the historically
.

close connection between underg aduate education in sociology and social,

ralationship'betvaen applied 'sociology and

work. Most social work programs originated, in sociology departments and

many are still located in combined ,departments with sociology. The over-

lapping concerns of social work and applied sociology increase' the potential

contributions of social wdrk to applied sociology programs. At the same

time, concerns Wirer competition and d sciplinary id trtity make social work

a potential gource of opposition to the development of applied sociology,

.programs.

In the following pages I will review the historical relationship

between, social work and sociology (especially with regard to undergraduate

education), the potenti*al benefits of eOpperation between undergraduate-
-

obstacles-to .such-cOoperation andprograms in these two disciplines

alternative ways of coordinating work content with applied sociology.

programs.

HISTORICAL TRENDS
2

Disciplinary Trends

During the early decades of social science in the United States, a

ed between the disciplines of sociology and socialclose relationship ex

work,- Thestrong applied emphasis in sociologyarId mutual interest

Of sociology and social work,in social reform made these disciplines



nearly indistinguishable VUnson, 1979:612; Queen; 1981- 5)= The dissolu7
0

P-

tion in 1909 bf he American Sotial
-4
Science Association began aIteriod of

divergence betweect -the two disciplines that continued until recent decades.

.

Although-the 1920's.and 1930's.produced some collaboration between

.social workers and doCio_ogists in the study of social problems (Queen,

1981:36), by 1940 divergent trends in sociology and social work-had

creaoted a sharp separation between the disciplines. Sociologists empha-

siz ed basic research man effort to stabliih .logy a; a respectable

scientific discipline within the university. ,a1 workers, ncerned

h establishing social
.

psychoanalytic approach.

--k as a profession, emphasized casework and the

In recent decades the disciplines of ,sociology and-social work have

,'
be""nvergin"riceagall"Sincethe195°'ss"Lal l
an-increased emphasis on the elevance of sociology and other social

sciences for social work education and practice (Coyle, 1958;,Meyerl et al.,

1967; Heraud, 1970; Kamerman, al.,'1973; Mee again, 1979; Leighninger

and 'Leighninger, 1980). Tbcrecent revival of interest in applied

-sociology should result in, sociological theory and Concepts that are more

closely related'to the level of practice, further enhancanethe value b.

sociology r social workers At the same time,' this renewed concern with

practical a plications will increase the4relevance of social work for

sociology.

Trends in Undergraduate Education

In general, relationships between sociology and social work in under-

graduate education have been closer and more stable than the overall re-

1 t_nship between the disciplines. Bromley and Weed'(197e) describe the

h-istorical relationship between sociolog' and social work in undergraduate



education as an uner

within sociology de

most social. work

problems, Social

1978 :169). Later

significant comp,

found that court.,

together ccountec

(Kennedy and'Kencr.o.

uttich social work Courses were taught

early decades of the Twentie h Century,

in sociology courses --such as social.

;d .applied sociology (Bromley and Weed,

s became a clearly identified and

grburricula, 411 study conducted in 1941

ork.,- public welfard, and child welfare

all'adtc offerings in sociology departments

When this study was replicated in 1957; these

.courses still accounted 'for 8% of all cburse offerings,in,sociology (Podell,

al., 1950. -A surveY small Jibe arts colleges in 1963 fou'rld'thst

60% of the sociology departmeht- su_ -eyed offered a course'in social work

(Gates, 1969).

The "alliance' was ttab1e because rved.the interests of both.

sociology and social work. Sociology was provided with
la

vocationally

oriented option for its undergraduate students, while social work benefited

-by having a secure place in the university

artd'discip ne.

h an established,liber

This arrangement beca=e less advantageous to .social work,

howeVer,- as, undergraduate social work education moved toward professidnaliz

tion (Bromley and Weed, 1978:175). Important steps in the trend towa _

professionalization were theme 1967 guidelines of the Council on Social:Work'

EducAti (CSWE) that allowed colleges and universities to have al,prol?ed

.undergraduate programs and membership. in the CSWE, the extension of full

Membership rights to graduates of,CSWE-approved baccalau eats programs by

the National Association of Social Worker -s in 1970,.and the iMprementation
4

_

accreditation standards for baccalaureate programs in social work by the
I. .,

CSWE in 1974 (Bromley and Weed,
. .
1978:176-177)



Several revisions mere made in CSWE guidelines. between 1967 and 1974

that had the effect of weakening the relationship between sociology And

sntial Work in the -underuaduate curriculum. One such change is that the.-

guidelines became increasingly rrestrictive regarding the issue of cOntrol

by social work faculty over curriculum planning and implementation (Bromley

and Weed,'1978:177-178. This concern with autonomy is largely responsible

a dramatic decline in the percentage of undergraduate social work pro-.

ams-tht are located in social science departments, and a co

Increase autonomous social work departme'n

a?proved undergraduate-social work progr

s=ience depa usually sociology

In 1

sponding

67, 84% of CSWEt

housed within social

1979':24). Irf 1979

sample of 22 accrediteld programs included.23% that were housed in social

,- science departments, with the remainder being housed in social,work de-

partments or with graduate- schoo s.of social work. (Letghninge and

Lighninger, 1980:113). 'CSWE guidelines also became more permissive
I .

9 _

regarding the, teaching of social science content by social work faculty.
a

This contr Buted"to a shift in required-social science credit hOurs. from

social science di'aciplines to'social work- (Leighninger an&Leighninger,

198O:115-117).

Although updergradua sociology and social work' curricula have been

diverging in recent years,'the trend toward applied sociology curricula

s'nould increase the advantages of.6doOpera ion for both sociology and social

wprk. Social work students'will be more effective= practitioners if they

are expc4eCto iological theories and concepts that can be translated

i:ito terms usable in social work practid- To the'extent that applied

sociology p4ograms make sociologists more sensitive to the issue of the

applicability 'of sociological concepts and th6ory, social work students



will' find the sociology courses 116, take to bemare useful to them. Students

-

in aPplieilsociology programs also can benefit,ft --exposure 't

social work. 4Socipl wor

to practice.

are mote, experienced regarding

the, discipline

sue

Since many baccalaureate level applied sociology graduate

will find employment in occupations directly concerned with practice, sricial

ated

work courses are an effective compleme tXaylplie4 sociologrcurrieUla.:e

OBSTACLES TO COOPERATION

Despite the. advantages of closer cooperation b een applied sociology

d social work in undergraduate educafion, a number of obstacles may pre-
,

vent this f_- occurring=. FourpOtential

.arranged mow genetal.to spec fie. Firs

between disciplines mayAtsd,socialogists and,social workers to discount

th4, value of i:operatipn..-On the other hand, recognition of the'over-

lapping i-rerests of applieesodiology and social work 'may' disci01

nary boundaries, whh also may lead` to a reluctance to cooperate. Closely

related tt this point is a. third obstacle competition between applied

obstacles are identified below,

overestimation of the differences

sociology and social wotZprograms for students. Finally, departmental

polities ay impede. iooperation between applied,sociology andsocial, work
.

prograsms.in combined.departments.

Prevtiling conSeptions of the differences- between sociology and social

..work oftem are an obstaLe to closer coopeiation. Overemphasis of dis-

plinary differences may lead sociologists or social workers to regard

as relatiTely unimportant the potential contributions that the other

discipline can make to 'their own. The difference between sociology and

social has been described as" ience vs. practice (e.g,..Creenwood,

1955) or 'acience.vs. art" (e.g. Nclnver, 1931). Thus, Heraud (1970:272)

notes the: some social workers regard the scientific'app oach of sociology



as incompatible wi:,h what they see as the

Likewise4 Shinier (1376:109') notes that s

artistic quality of social work;

logists- often place a low

value on practice mnurses and devaluecontribUtions to pract as comma

pared with scholarly publications Although such conceptions of disciplinary

.S7

differences are still quite popular, ,theyate.becomilig more tempered. For.
a

,example, Leighningsr, et al. (1974),argUe.that the "science vs. art" dicho-

tomy is inaccurate; although sobiology-an soci-al work may differ,in the

.

extent to which tbay emphasize scientific apd practical concerns, each

discipline ultimately is, concerned with both. Future developrant ot

applied sociology ay blur this distinction even more, resulting in a

greater recognitiom of the mutual interests of sociology (particular
N,

applied sociology) and social worlc.

The realizati: that applied sociology and social work'have over-

lapping interests creates problems of defining the 'boundaries of applied

sociology:and social work. Thus, I have obsorved my conversations with

social workers abor applied sociology that the first questions asked tend

to be "What is applied sociology?" and "How is that different from social

wc6k?" Unfortunately, there may be no satisfactory answer to the latter

question,;at least with regard to undergraduSte education. Most of the

differences cited
-

ween applied sociology and social work revolve around

the relative emphasis on scientific and practical concerns cited earlier.

(See Greenwood, 1955, for an elaboration of thehe differences.) However,

this distinction is, not very useful for dillerentiating baccalaureate-level

graduates of applied sociology and,so%ial work programs; bbth are. likely to

be involved. airily in practice. Oefier differences could be noted--for

eXample, the stronger interdisciplinary en0hpsis in-undergradUate-social

work education and the bfoeder range of contexts in which graduates of -

1F*



applied socEology prog anis :are likely to be employedbut these' may not be

very coinvinming to so

gis

workers. Thus, Munson (1979:619) notes, "Sociolo-

are placing more emnhasiS defining and implementing applied sdc ol

programs that do not subi ntially differ from social work programs,and

this is bey -3 done wi

Ths cmmment,

h 1 tie or no input from social Workerinput

llustrateS ihe close connection between.the issues Of

disciplinary boundaries and competition for students. Social wolikers often

suspect tha: applied sociology programs are little more than a de\rice to

gy

,lure students to sociologywith programs that are not subst4ptially differept

from social work, and perhaps -not as rigorous Of course, there is more

than a raim of truth in this percept on;*sociologists generally do view

applied sociology programs as a way of- attracting students (Mauksch, 1983:

314).

so

/ in soc io

tta-other hand, sociologists st be carefuto communicate to
. .

rkers that applied sociology a legitimate, traditional concern

prcb1C11 of competition with social work is often handled by

designing the applied sociology program in such a way as to minimize overlap

For example, Karlstrom (1983:8) notes that one particularly sensitive area

for social workers is the "micro" level of Practice. Consequently,
0

sociologists wishing to avoid.conflict with social work would be well -

clear of counseling and other individual -level applica-advised to stee
V

tions. An Emphasis on research meth in the apPlicC, sociology program

is, likely tc bd less threatening to social workers, as are other emphases

of a clearly sociological nature. As these suggesqons xidicate, dealing

with the prcblem,of competition . also helps to resolve the problem of dis-

ciplinary bzundariesif nOt in'an abiolute sense, at least ter of

establishini an'understanding tic how the particular applied

social work programs differ from each other.

iclogy and



Departtental politics the fourth ype of obstacle to cooperation

between sociology and social work. Earlier I mentioned that, the pro.-

fessionalization. of undergraduate social work education has been the

pridcipal factor in the breakdown of the traditional "alliance" between

.sociology and social vork in undergraduate education. However, professional

izatio.n has had a destabilizing impact largely because the pattern f

accomodations between sociology and social work that were devetoped in the

ad4ional alliande -Jere incompatibl

"Departmental pot tics"

with the trend toward professionalism.

the present context, then, refers to patterns of

accomodation in combined sociology /social work departments that inhibit the

autonomy and growth of academic programs in the disciplines-(usually

social work). Although the following discussion most pertinent' for corn=

bined departments, it.al-- has some relevance for other administrative

arrangements.

Shimer (1977:109) notes that, to a certain extent, recent conflict

'between sociologists and ci.al workers in combined departments is a by-
.

4

product of the growth of social work. As social work expands relative

to sociology, sociology faculty are relUctant to give social work the

autonomy it needs to develop. Instead, sociologists may engage in

practices bordering on exploitation as they seek to protect their own

position, often at the eXpense of social work. Such practices are made

More likely-by the tendency for sociologists to be more numerous and to

have more senior status than social workers in combined departments. Another

factor conteibuting to conflict between sociologists a social workers in

combined departments-is the different logic of professional and liberal arts

education (Broml and Weed, 1978179)." For example, hiring, promotion and

tenure criteria may not take seriously the notion of a "terminal" M.S.W.

...2



(Shimer, 1977:111). 7n additieb-so_ 'Ste may have little Understanding

of the importance of agency contacts, field coordination, field instrup-

tion, and the justification for credit hodrs and .release time provided for

these activities (gh mtery ,i01109).

understandings should be less likely

oath noting that such ms

-

occur indepartmentA.wifh applied

sociology programs, dUeto the overlap;ing concerns of applied sociology

and social work.

Two patticularly important problem areas in'combined departments are

the visibility of the social work prbgram and the degree of autonomy pro-

A

pro-

vided the sodial work program with regard tocurriulum maCters. The

visibility of the Aoc al wbrk program isoften less than it would be.in an-.

autonomous department. For example, ancial work" may not be included in

the title of the department, social work courses may not be listed a-
_

.

rately in the university catalogue, anc transeripts may not differentiate

'bet en sociology and Social work graduates .(Bromley and Weed,'1978:183;

Shimer 1977:111). In addition, contrcl by social work faculty over the

social work curriculum often'is compro ised.in combined departments.

Sdefology facility may attempt to "cash'inu-on the popularity of socOlt

IQ 0 k by manpulating the social work curriculum to. include 'a larger number

of sociology courses than may be desired by social' work-faculty (Shimer,

1977 111).

Shinier (1977:110) notes that there is a lot of variation-in the extent

to which these problems characterize tcmbined.departments. Because they

are frecident sources of conflict, hciiiever, sociologists in combined depart-
,

/..men s would be well-advised to Assess these o before implementing
. ! h ;} ' Ai a

applied sociology curricula. Otlgrwise there is a danger that the applied

sociology program may exacarbite,conflict and increase the pressure toward

-a departmental split. While departmental split may relieve lesions

stemming from dep ntal politic, it is not likely to faciljtate greater

cooperation with social work.



ALTERNATIVE PATHS To COOPERATION

A pun3er of different cooperative arrangements are possible between

undergraduate programs in applied sociology-and social work.

10

Oriaalterna-

tive. would be to merge, applied sociology and social work into a single

program (Karls,tram, 1983:8)., this approach would fit in with what

scholas see as a need for a dloser .onveigence between the disciplines

of sociology and social work;.-Chaiklin (1974:106) for example,'.suggests

that sociology and social work would both benefit from the creation of a

. hybrid discipline. (He also suggests that clinical sociolo'gy'miiht be

an appropriate candidate for such a hybrid discipline.) Merged programs
1-

would maximize interaction betweep faculty' and.students in the two dis-

ciplines and would help transcend the limitations of applied sociology.
4

and social work programs. However, it is unlikely that this approach

will becota popular in the forseeabae future. Social Work has become

committed ta producing professional social workers at the undergraduate

level, and it would be difficult to obtain CSWEHaccreditation for such

programs. In addition, sociologists as well as social -.workers would,

be'troubled.by the blurring of. disciplinary boundaries and the difficulty

of creating identification xth the parent disciplines in mergeg prOgrams.

'Another alterndtive o make social work courses available as

options for applied'sociology students. The most obvi6us way to do this is

through a-minor in social work. The University of Wisconsin - WhiteWater-,

for example, incorporates minors as tracks within the sociology major and

sicludes'tracks in social welfare case

and group home treatment; and adult probation, parole', halfway houses and

.-
ork;- juvenile Orobation;.resigential,

prisons. Unfamunately, however, minors in social work are 'often unavail-

able. Because the primary goal of social workeducation ls to produce

professional sdcial workers and a minor. In social

1

k will not provide a



c-omple

.
minors.-

tieprofessi nal education many social work programs do not otter

Dotible ma3o-rs are also
_

often impractical,

11-

e to the large number
N

edits that are usually regu social orle- programs A more

modest option .to incorporate social work courses as electives among--

the subetantive courses -in the applied sociology. program. For 'example,

our applied sociology program at St. Cloud_ State University includis social

work courses in adolescent problems and the social, welfare institution as

- elective- stantive courses.

Social workers al-ao. may be a valuable rasourc, ri dasigning an

amplemenring-Applied socio .curricula.' Their - experience with-
.

hips ,andand in tagrating practical and theoretical 'concerns in thei
' .

cdurses may prove useful to sociologists who are sp-exRprienced in these.

matte
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